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About This Game

He's back! The American President is locked and loaded for his second term.
This time he must find the source of the ultimate evil corruption. And destroy it.

Better weapons, better graphics, better music, better everything!

Battle your way through the city streets of Chicago to the jungles of Africa fighting
terrorists, fascists, fake News media and evil globalists.

Get help from supporters and cabinet members like vice President Pence.
Equip new devastating weapons like the super shotgun and rocket launcher!

Defend yourself with the all new plasma shield.

Side scrolling action like never before. Jump, duck, dodge and blast your way through or use your smart phone and call in an air
strike!

But beware of the opposition as then will do anything to try and take you down.
This is it. The final battle of good vs evil is in your hands. Good luck.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual-core processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: A nVidia or AMD graphics card with latest drivers

Storage: 686 MB available space
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Vraiment cool! les graphismes sont top, les niveaux super variés avec plein de facons différentes de jouer, l’ambiance sonore
colle bien. La petite histoire est sympa aussi, ya des dialogues marrants en jeu. Contrôle du chat niquel (notre perso), tant mieux
pcq les combats de boss donnent parfois du fil à retordre ! pour le prix je conseille carrément !. Fun little game!. I got this for
free and now i uninstalled for free, the end. I like playing this game but I can't recommend it for one major reason. $$$$ If the
cost of Gems and Gold were lower and the DLC packs were also lower then Maybe. The game requires lots of spending and
grinding to raise your army. You could spend $200.00 easy just trying to get a good starting army, And to upgrade that army
spend $500.00 more. So unless you have money to BURN!!! Stay Away!! Or just send yor money to me. ;). Great game at a
Great Price. a good challenging zombie game. and congrats to the devs for puting out a game that is playable first day out, which
is rare with EA games. thumbs ups guys. This is a bit complex game. Once you found out how it works you gonna love it. I
played when I was younger and enjoyed it so much.. Dope little game, worth the money and time. Love it hope u all keep it live
W. new update bettering the game.. Reminded me of some alternate reality where Doom and Tron were the same thing. That
thing is surprisingly fun!. I am here for the cow murder.
Can you please add exploding animal to every map?
I am 100% down for a car wreck'em game where you get to explode the animals.
Great work.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/J2ID2fKuTEY. This DLC is exactly what it says on the tin: a compilation of alpha-stage levels, in their entire
Early Development glory. This includes, but isn't limited to:

- Ridiculously basic appearance of the levels;
- Some of the models and sounds being replaced with placeholder ones;
- Very obviously and hilariously half-arsed solutions, like floating film reels with names (or rather, numbers) of the levels on
them, or the levels having very visible borders;
- Comically bad voice acting;
- An obvious style clash of placeholder and final-version elements being mashed together.

All of this results in a setting so hilariously unlike the final game and so hilariously amateurish that it all crosses over into the
"So Bad It's Good" category. I definitely can see why the devs wanted us to see what the game was like in its early stages, and I
agree with them. It certainly has its charm.

The levels themselves are fine. The early ones (Level Sets 01 and 02) are a bit too easy, and I found myself breezing through
them with little thought necessary, though it definitely started getting a little bit more challenging when the floating bombs
started appearing in abundance, especially in the second Level Set. The later levels were a bit more evened out challenge-wise,
and some of them managed to keep me occupied for a while.

I especially liked the unique level that featured an unused gameplay mechanic: the ability to chop down trees with an axe. It
kinda makes me wish it was kept in the game proper, though I can understand why the devs decided against it (it's very easy to
lose track of where you left the axe).

If you are looking for something relaxing, then I especially recommend the third Level Set, since the challenge level is just right
to be able to simply walk around and think, and there are no floating bombs around.

My only real complaints about this DLC would be the abundance of the floating bombs in the early Level Sets and the fact that a
number of levels are just bare versions of the levels from the game proper. Also, it kinda makes me wonder... some of the
objects use placeholder models and such, but others are kept the way they are in the final game. Does that mean that these
elements were created straight away in their final form? Or is it simply because the devs lost the early placeholder files for
them? If it's the latter, then it surely would be interesting to see what these objects looked like in their early versions...

Do I recommend this DLC? Well... I personally liked it, some parts of it better than others. If you are interested in seeing what
the game looked like in its early stages, or if you simply want more levels to play through, and you aren't bothered by the
hilariously amateurish looks of it all, then go right ahead and get it. Otherwise, you might want to skip it.
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Dead Body Simulator 2017. Nice puzzle set.. If it looks like something you'd like and you see a price you're okay paying, then
get it.
But I'm not sure.
For me it was kinda too slow to get some stuff done.
And it didn't live up to everything it could have been.. finished this game in a couple hours. good for killing time..otherwise,
way too easy. map literally tells you where you need to go for the next puzzle.. Advanture! Action! Platformer! Yep and all
wonderfully tied together by a rogue-lite!

See your progress get halted by RNG and raiding hordes! You have to gather materials (oh yes, it has crafting too!) to built
defenses against thiefs that steal your materials... Well, you could actually also build upgrades for your character, but you have
to find the blue prints first. So cross your fingers and pray that the RNG gods are with you or else...

Sorry, I really like the platforming and presentation, but the game play is horrible. The randomly generated rooms just feel
boring and you have to grind a lot to even get the most basic upgrades. I could even forgive the game that if it weren't for the
added insult of having your resources stolen. It's like running up a steep long hill while somebody puts extra weight on your
shoulders. Hey, but you have a nice view!

If you like randomly generated platformer rooms and gathering a lot of materials this game is pretty decent, but if you are
looking for a platformer with some upgrade mechanisms I'd recommend that you stay away.. I think its a great game .actually
developers did nothing lol .but i could be one of those cool massive multyplayer with so much excitment.
servers are empty .i creat a room and waited for 15 Min and no one came.but i see bright light in the dar tunnle :-). Wow, very
good, very unique. I haven't experienced anything in VR like this. Similar in some mechanical aspects but really nicely put
together. Looking forward to the full experience.. Warning! It is very easy to lost in time playing this game!
It is quite challenging, with no reloading option. So your choice really matter here. For its discounted price, I think it was worth
it.

Version 1.1:
The newest version 1.1 is now ready for download. Please uninstall older version first.
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